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What to you defines 
fraud?

The dictionary defines fraudfraudfraudfraud as the 
intentionalintentionalintentionalintentional perversion of  the truth to 

induce another to give up something of  
value or surrender a legal right.
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•Somebody steals an item……

•Somebody sets a fire……

•Somebody fakes an accident……..

What else?

What about:
•Blackmail

•Arson

•Burglary

•Embezzlement

•Extortion

•Forgery 

•Counterfeiting 

•Larceny 

•Gambling

•Destruction of  Property

•Mail Fraud

•Perjury 

•False Representation

And aren’t each of  these a criminal act ?

Aren’t each of  these acts of  an 
individual ?

Of course the answer is YES
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What MAKES MAKES MAKES MAKES these acts  

“criminal” 

Because they are acts that 
cause harm

They are identified as acts that 
meet a “legal standard” of  

conduct contrary to community 
standards, honesty, and good 

moral standards. 

And that “legal standard” is ……

Moral Turpitude
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“insurance fraud”

When you hear that 
term, what comes to 

mind?

From the FBI economic crimes unit website:

“ ___________ is one of the most prominent cost
components escalating the costs of insurance.”

How would you fill in this blank?

� Theft ?

� Fire / Arson?
� Bogus Claims ? 

� Unnecessary Repairs / Replacements? 
� Inflated Estimates? 
� Covering the Deductible? 

Two General Types of 
Insurance Fraud

Hard Fraud - A deliberate attempt to stage or 
invent a compensable claim

Soft Fraud - (“opportunity fraud”)
An exaggeration or inflation of  costs/loss    
from a legitimate claim
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This type of  fraud is usually committed by professional or career 
criminals and frequently involves sophisticated or elaborate 
schemes and business activities. These activities typically 

involve groups of  participants and professionals. 

This type of  fraud is considered criminal in nature, as it usually 
involves many different participants, and typically has elements 
of  collusion, conspiracy, larceny, falsification of  documents, mail 

fraud, wire fraud, tax evasion, and a host of  other illegal 
activities.  In addition to criminal penalties that may include fines 
and incarceration, participants in this type of  fraud may also 
face civil penalties requiring restitution to the victims of  their 

activities.

Hard Fraud

This type of  fraud is also referred to as a “fraud of  opportunity”. 

It is usually less sophisticated in nature and typically involves 
only the individual policyholder or third party claimant seeing an 
opportunity to make a little money. It may also be committed by, 
or involve a less than reputable person or professional providing 
goods or services, and may be committed without the knowledge 

or participation of  the individual policyholder or third party 
claimant.

However, if  a fraud of  opportunity involves collusion between the 
policyholder or claimant and a service provider, even if  it is only 
to cover a deductible or otherwise involves only a minimal dollar 

amount, it becomes HARD FRAUD by the act of  collusion or 
conspiracy, both of  which are criminal acts.  

Soft Fraud

� Consumer fraud motivated by greed, and

� Either may be committed by individual 

consumers or by professional criminals

Let’s just call them what they 
both really are………
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Individuals committing insurance fraud 
are motivated by money.

� Suffered a loss of income

� Divorce

� Bankruptcy 

� Expensive maintenance or repairs

The “criminal” committing insurance 
fraud is motivated only by greed.

� High Profit

� Minimal Risk

Insurance Information Institute  

February 2005

Fraud may be committed at different points in the insurance
transaction by different parties; applicants for insurance;
policyholders; third party claimants and professionals providing
services. Common frauds include “padding” or inflating actual
claims, misrepresenting facts on an insurance application, and
submitting claims for injuries or damages that never occurred. ”

Fraudulent insurance actives may include:

� A material misrepresentation by an applicant for insurance;

� Submission of  a completely false claim, or for non-existent  
loss or damage;

� Padding or inflating the costs or damages from a legitimate 
claim; or,

� It may include all of  the above.
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If  we cut to the bottom 
line, isn’t fraud defined 

by money?

If  so, what dollar 
amount?

From the FBI website 1/31/11From the FBI website 1/31/11From the FBI website 1/31/11From the FBI website 1/31/11

The insurance industry consists of  more than 7,000 companies 
that collect over $1 trillion in premiums each year. The massive 

size of  the industry contributes significantly to the cost of  
insurance fraud by providing more opportunities and bigger 

incentives for committing illegal activities.

Costs of  FraudCosts of  FraudCosts of  FraudCosts of  Fraud

The total cost of  insurance fraud (non-health insurance) is 
estimated to be more than $40 billion per year. That means that 
Insurance Fraud cost the average U.S. family between $400 and 

$700 per year in the form of  increased premiums.
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Ok, so let’s say hypothetically, that somebody has a claim
alleging their boat was vandalized, gets their deductible
covered, a new 1000 watt stereo and speakers to replace
the missing AM/FM/Cassette, and a new high end digital
camera.

Is this really such a big deal?

After all, they’ve paid their insurance premiums for all
these years and never made a claim……

Wouldn’t all of  those be things that would 
defraud an insurance company?

Is it OK for the insurance company to pay for things 
like that?

Are insurance premiums a savings account?

What do you think the opinion of  the general 
public is regarding insurance fraud?

From the Coalition Against Insurance From the Coalition Against Insurance From the Coalition Against Insurance From the Coalition Against Insurance 
Fraud website 1/31/08Fraud website 1/31/08Fraud website 1/31/08Fraud website 1/31/08

Nearly one of  four Americans say it’s ok to defraud insurers.

8% say it’s “quite acceptable” to bilk insurers,

16% say it’s “somewhat acceptable”, and about one in ten say it’s ok to 
submit claims for items that aren’t lost or damaged, or for personal 

injuries that didn’t occur.

More than one in three Americans say it’s ok to exaggerate insurance 
claims to make up for the deductible (40% in 1997).

Arson and suspected arson account for nearly 500,000 fires a year or,       
1 in 4 fires in the U.S. Only 2% of  arson or suspect arson fires result in 

convictions.

Almost half  of  the P&C insurers say about 11-30 cents, or more, of  every 
claim dollar is lost to “soft” fraud (small time cheating by normally honest 

people). Hardcore scams steal only a small fraction of  that money.

Only one in four insurers thoroughly investigate cheating on insurance 
applications.
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Fraud in the marine market place is 
real, but is nothing more glamorous 
than: 

Theft from the public

Make no mistake….

Fraud is big business and committing it 
may result in civil or criminal 

consequences, or both.

An allegation that fraud has been committed can 
not be undertaken lightly, and it is incumbent upon 
the insurer to prove that fraud has taken place.

There must be documented evidence of  false statements, 
submission of  false documents, or other acts of  deception. 

Proof is normally required to the civil standard, that being proof 
based on the ‘balance of  probabilities’ or on a ‘preponderance of  
the evidence’ that it is more likely than not that a certain action 

occurred. However, there has been a change in judicial attitude and 
supported by recent court decisions that stronger evidence is 
usually required, which has the practical effect of  raising the 
burden of  proof to that more akin to the criminal standard of:                                  

‘beyond a reasonable doubt’.

An act of  misrepresentation, deception, submission of  false 
documents, or other breaches of  an insurance contract are civil 

matters addressed in the civil court system. 

A material misrepresentation, or the submission of  fraudulent 
documents in support of  a claim are usually considered fraudulent 
acts. They may be sufficient in and of  themselves to reject a claim or 
in some cases void the policy from its inception (void ab initio) in the 
event that the fraudulent documents are sufficiently material to the 

risk undertaken or the claim presented. 

However, a person (an insured or third party claimant) who presents 
a fraudulent document to support a claim may not be guilty of  fraud. 
There must be documental evidence to show that the person knew, 
or should have known, the document’s true source and that its 

presentation was with the intent to deceive or defraud.

It is the intent to deceive that creates the fraud.

Illegal acts that transpire in the commission of  insurance fraud, and 
usually depending upon the seriousness of  the injury or damage that 
results, may later be prosecuted as a criminal matter. Because the 
acts that led to the injury or damage occurred in the civil arena, 
prosecution of  any crimes that may have been committed and 

uncovered during the commission of  the fraud usually takes place 
following the adjudication of  the civil actions. 
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Well, how do I know if  fraud is 
involved?

You are the GATEKEEPER…..

You should be able to recognize:
� Where repair fraud exists
� Where soft fraud exists
� Where hard fraud exists

It is your day to day job –

If  you are evaluating damages to a watercraft for an 
insurance company, it is part and parcel of  what you 

were hired to do…..properly evaluate claims.

But to accomplish this, you need some knowledge and tools……..

It is incumbent for you to know and understand the 
policy contract.

� In Contract Law, and in absence of  an ambiguity, the contract 
(policy) stands on the four corners of  the document.

� This is especially important in Marine Insurance. 

Why’s that?

� Marine insurance policies seldom follow traditional policy       
formats such as auto and homeowner coverages. 

� P&I Policies (Protection & Indemnity) marine coverages are 
most  often a customized contract written by the insurer and 
vary widely between contracts as to what is or isn’t covered.

But remember when it comes to Insurance Fraud……..

If  it walks like a duck, quacks like a duck, and poops like a duck, 
It is PROBABLY some kind of  duck………
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B     O     A      T
Break Out Another                 Thousand

And you need to have a basic understanding of  the following:

Fraud Indicators

Review of  the Application:

1.)  Date of  purchase is blank or does not closely coincide with the policy inception date.

2.)  Driver’s license number is missing or incorrect.

3.)  Address on policy is different from present address or is less than one year old.

4.)  Coverage on the vessel had recently been increased.

5.)  Purchase price is found to be misrepresented or inaccurate.

6.)  Prior carrier is not divulged, or policyholder is vague or non-responsive about prior  
insurance coverage/carrier if  vessel was owned prior to inception of  the 
present policy.

7.)  Policyholder is unemployed or self  employed with no contact number except a pager.

8.)  Issuing agent did not see the vessel, and / or no pictures or survey available.

9.)  Home, business or contact phone number is unlisted or in another’s name.

Policyholder / Loss Detail:

1.)   No police report, or the report made by phone with no officer dispatched to scene.

2.)   Policyholder quickly asks about retaining salvage in the event of  recovery.

3.)   Policyholder avoids the use of  mail.

4.)   Lienholder advises of  significant delinquencies in the loan or a balloon payment is 
coming due.

5.)   Title history reflects a duplicate title in the file.

6.)   Agent advises of  other losses not indicated or disclosed by policyholder.

7.)   Policyholder cannot or will not disclose SSN or DOB.

8.)   Policyholder in the process of  moving or relocating. 

9.)   Loss or theft occurs shortly after coverage was bound, issued or increased.

10.) Policyholder is recently engaged, married, or is undergoing divorce or separation.

11.) Prior claims history indicates other stolen items, vessels or automobiles.
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Vessel Detail:

1.)   No original or incomplete maintenance records.

2.)   Inability to provide names or contact information of  service providers.

3.)   State registration expired before last reported use of  the vessel, or vessel stolen 
before State registration was issued.

4.)   Vessel is over insured.

5.)   Policyholder cannot produce title or proof  of  ownership; the title produced is a 
duplicate, out of  state, or has not been transferred into the policyholder’s 
name.

6.)   Prior owner reveals a lesser condition of  the vessel, or a different selling price 
(distressed/salvage) but vessel represented to agent/carrier/underwriter as 
being in average or above average condition.

7.)   If  vessel recovered, missing parts have been carefully unbolted, unplugged, or 
removed.

8.)   Vessel recovered totally burned or vandalized to assure a total loss (TL) or a 
constructive total loss (CTL). 

9.)   Vessel held for sale at time of  loss or held for sale an extended period prior to loss.

10.) Vessel registered as Homemade but insured as standard production model.

11.) Policyholder wants to retain salvage/title regardless of  condition or damages.

12.) Previous owner cannot be located due to non-existent address.

HULL IDENTIFICATION FORMATSHULL IDENTIFICATION FORMATSHULL IDENTIFICATION FORMATSHULL IDENTIFICATION FORMATS

Vessel Detail:

1.)   No original or incomplete maintenance records.

2.)   Inability to provide names or contact information of  service providers.

3.)   State registration expired before last reported use of  the vessel, or vessel stolen 
before State registration was issued.

4.)   Vessel is over insured.

5.)   Policyholder cannot produce title or proof  of  ownership; the title produced is a 
duplicate, out of  state, or has not been transferred into the policyholder’s 
name.

6.)   Prior owner reveals a lesser condition of  the vessel, or a different selling price 
(distressed/salvage) but vessel represented to agent/carrier/underwriter as 
being in average or above average condition.

7.)   If  vessel recovered, missing parts have been carefully unbolted, unplugged, or 
removed.

8.)   Vessel recovered totally burned or vandalized to assure a total loss (TL) or a 
constructive total loss (CTL). 

9.)   Vessel held for sale at time of  loss or held for sale an extended period prior to loss.

10.) Vessel registered as Homemade but insured as standard production model.

11.) Policyholder wants to retain salvage/title regardless of  condition or damages.

12.) Previous owner cannot be located due to non-existent address.
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Let’s take an example of  just 
how fraud may be an issue……

Loss Notice:

Date of  Loss:     August 2, 2008

Vessel: 2004 Monterey Monterra  228SSI  Bow Rider

Description of  Loss:

“On August 2, 2008 I was operating our boat pulling my husband 
skiing and ran through shallow water, striking rocks, causing 
damage to the hull and outdrive.” 

Inspector’s Report:

8/04/08 Contact shop – advise of  company’s request to 
inspect and establish cost of  repairs. Request lower 
unit be removed and disassembled for inspection on 
8/06/08. Shop agrees to have unit ready to inspect.

Contact letter to insured with offer for insured to 
attend  inspection.

8/06/08 Meet  Mrs. Insured at shop – vessel untouched, lower 
unit has not been removed or disassembled. Shop 
busy-unwilling to disassemble lower unit. Indicates 
no need to disassemble, damages will require 
replacement of  lower  unit assembly.

Inspect and photo insured unit while awaiting 
removal of   propellers for shaft inspection and 
disassembly of  lower  unit for inspection of  internal 
components.
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Inspector’s Report:

8/06/08 Technician removes propellers, states to Mrs. Insured 
that  these damages clearly require replacement of  
the lower  unit assembly and that there is no need to 
disassemble  the drive because he knows that the 
gears are damaged  and there will be metal shavings 
in the lower unit lube.

Propellers removed by technician.   Mrs.  Insured 

observes inspector as he tests propeller shafts in 
accordance  with Mercruiser Bravo Service Manual. 
Inner and outer propeller shafts found to be within 
factory allowable tolerance for TRO (Total Run Out). 

Technician requested to remove and disassemble 
lower  unit for inspection of  internal components.
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Inspector’s Report:

8/06/08 Technician advised in presence of  Mrs. Insured of  
propeller shaft  inspection results.

Technician again states to inspector in presence of  
Mrs. Insured that  there is no need to disassemble the 
lower unit, that he is a “Master Technician with 25 
years experience”, that he knows the gears are  
“damaged”, and the only way to make proper repair 
is to replace lower unit assembly.

Inspector insists that company requires inspection 
and  documentation of  all damages, including the 
condition of  internal drive components.
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Inspector’s Report:

8/06/08 Inspector advises Mrs. Insured that inspection finds 
no internal damages and repairs needed are the 
replacement of  lower unit housing, replacement of  
forward propeller, and repair of  aft propeller. 
Technician agrees that there is no “visible” damage 
to the gears, but insists that gears are “stressed”, will 
fail, and only replacement of  lower unit  assembly will 
return vessel to preloss condition. 

Mrs. Insured leaves. 

Inspector advises shop that he will complete damage 
survey to include allowance for Magnflux of  gears, 
replacement of  lower unit housing, repair of  aft 
propeller  and necessary labor to rebuild present 
lower unit. 
Inspector completes survey, sends copy to shop and 
reports findings to carrier.

Inspector’s Report:

8/08/08 Inspector receives fax from shop stating: “Gears 
were Magnfluxed and are not fractured – however 
inner propeller shaft has .006” TRO and is out of  
allowable tolerance. Shaft costs $1000+ so it is more 
cost effective to replace lower unit with a reman 
assembly.” 

Inspector calls Claims Representative to advise -

Inspector calls shop and requests that inner 
propeller  shaft be shipped for re-inspection. Shaft 
received late afternoon 8/13/08. 

Received call from shop 8/14/08 wanting immediate
authorization to replace lower unit assembly with 
remanufactured unit.  Advised re-inspection would 
be completed and report made to carrier on 8/15/08.
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Inspector’s Report:

8/15/08 Inspector calls Claims Representative to advise -

8/18/08 Shop calls Claims Representative direct alleging that: 
“Magnafluxing etches the gears and will cause them 
to fail and that shop will not warranty or guarantee 
repairs unless lower unit replaced.”  

Survey to repair existing lower unit: $5,300.80

Survey to repair with remanufactured  lower unit:                  $6,308.58              

OK, what are you going to do ????

Almost half  of  the P&C insurers say about 11-30 cents, or more, of  
every claim dollar is lost to “soft” fraud (small time cheating by 

normally honest people). 

Hardcore scams steal only a small fraction of  that money.

The difference between these amounts 
represent  a 19% increase of  the repair cost 

for this vessel. 

Remember this “fact” from the     
Coalition Against Insurance Fraud?
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So, other than continuing to pay higher 
and higher insurance   premiums, what 

can be done about it?

Or possibly the better question…..  

“What can I do about it  ???”

Let’s look at another claim -
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What our common goal should be…..

MARINE  
FRAUD   
& THEFT

A commitment to:

STOP

The difference between involvement and 
commitment………..

It’s like a ham and egg breakfast-

The chicken is simply involved, but the pig?

He’s committed.


